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Introduction 

 

Governor John Kasich has pushed hard to lower Ohio’s tax rates on income. Lower income 

taxes, however, only partially offset by higher sales taxes, have reduced the state’s tax revenues, 

and as the state faces revenue shortfalls, some have questioned the true effects of Governor 

Kasich’s preferred tax policies.  

 

Looking to provide answers, The Buckeye Institute analyzed Ohio’s recent economic data 

using its macroeconomic model to find the “dynamic effects”—or behavioral adjustments—

caused by shifts in the state’s tax policies. The model found that since 2013 the governor’s tax 

policies helped: 

• Make Ohio families wealthier; 

• Created nearly 7,000 more jobs;  

• Raised personal income by $500 million; and  

• Saw Ohio’s employment rates and economy outperform most of its regional competitors 

(see Figure 1 and Table 1).  

 

Buckeye’s analysis found that by shifting from income taxes to consumption taxes, Ohio’s 

economic conditions and living standards improved, and Ohio is better off now than it was four 

years ago.  

 

During this year’s budget cycle, the Ohio General Assembly voted to reduce state spending to 

match declining tax revenue, rather than increase taxes. Choosing to reduce spending rather than 

raise taxes will prove crucial in solidifying Ohio’s economic future. If the General Assembly had 

voted to raise income taxes to cover the revenue shortfall, the positive economic impacts of 

Governor Kasich’s tax policy would have been slashed in half. By choosing wisely today, the 

General Assembly stayed the course for offering a better tomorrow. 

 

https://www.buckeyeinstitute.org/
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Economic Impacts of Ohio’s Tax Changes1 

 

U.S. Census Bureau tax data shows that from 2012 to 2016 Ohio’s personal income tax revenues 

fell 17.02 percent while the state’s sales tax revenues rose 40.9 percent. A deeper analysis2 

reveals that although Ohio’s tax burden on labor income decreased by 25.9 percent, and fell by 

47.4 percent for investment and corporate income, the tax burden increased 22.2 percent on 

consumer goods and 28.6 percent on investment goods.  

 

Not surprisingly, state income tax revenues dropped immediately after the income tax cuts (see 

Table 2). However, shifting away from the income tax toward a sales tax had positive effects on 

personal income and employment (see Table 3) because income tax cuts lift households’ 

disposable incomes, which frees resources for more investment.  

 

More investment, in turn, raises the marginal product of labor, and when real wages increase 

relative to leisure, individuals will choose work over leisure and thus supply more labor to the 

market—once again confirming the elementary economic principle that when people get to keep 

more of their earnings, they take advantage of the incentive to earn more.   

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

                                                        
1 HB 59/2013: To reduce income tax rates by 10 percent; create 50 percent small business deduction on first 

$250,000; create state earned-income tax credit (EITC) equal to five percent of the federal EITC. 

HB 483/2014: Accelerate income tax reduction from HB59; increase personal income tax exemption for low- and 

middle-income earners; increase state EITC to 10 percent of federal EITC; temporarily increase small business 

deduction to 75 percent on the first $250,000. 

HB 64/2015: Reduce income tax rates by 6.3 percent; increase small business deduction from 75 percent to 100 

percent of first $250k in FY2017; create three percent flat tax rate above $250,000. 

SB 208/2015: Marginal rates not to exceed three percent apply to 25 percent of business income subject to tax in tax 

year 2015; income taxpayers receive full deductions and credits even if all income is a business income. 
2 See McDaniel (2007) for the methodology for calculating the tax burden. 

http://www.caramcdaniel.com/researchpapers
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Some of the gains produced by lower income tax rates were offset by the 28.6 percent increase in 

the sales tax burden on investment goods such as production materials and inventories (see Table 

3). Taxing production materials, for example, negatively affects the value of additional business 

activity. As a result, investment falls and the marginal product of labor declines, which lead to 

lower real wages.  

 

Higher Income Taxes Would Have Hurt Ohio 

 
The most recent budget process presented legislators with essentially two options for dealing 

with the state’s $321 million personal income tax shortfall over the course of calendar year 2016: 

Raise income tax rates or reduce spending. If the General Assembly had chosen raising income 

tax rates, Ohio families would have suffered lower income and lower employment (see Table 4).  

 

Fortunately, the legislature chose to reduce spending instead, and thus preserved the positive 

effects of lower income taxes for the foreseeable future. Maintaining this course, while avoiding 

new tax hikes on consumption and investment, will help Ohio’s economy to continue 

outperforming regional competitors.  
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